
Abstract 
This paper attempts to explore the philosophy of social democracy and trace the path from its inception to its
current state, investigating the reasons behind its post-war dominance in Europe and the subsequent fallout in
the following decades. It carries out a systematic appraisal of social democracy, covering its historical
development and its performance in the electoral arena. The paper also categories a set of nation-states into
social democratic and neoliberal, and then conducts a cross-sectional analysis based on several development
indicators.
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It’s very common to see terms such as ‘welfare state’
and ‘welfare capitalism’ being used to describe social
democracy. There is some truth to these descriptions,
but they’re far from being comprehensive. It thus
becomes imperative to cultivate perspective on such
an important socio-economic force and map the
historical change that took place on its authority,
while also making an informed judgement over the
future trajectory of the movement.
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THE ADVENT AND EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL
DEMOCRACY

     ate modern history has been shaped by a sustained   
the tussle between capitalism and socialism. This
tussle seemed to end with the fall of the USSR, even
as the socialist movement refused to fall out of
relevance. Francis Fukuyama called it the “end of
history”- the conclusion of humankind’s ideological
development with the establishment of liberal
democracy as the final world order (Fukuyama 1992).
In the midst of this, there was another political
movement playing out in Europe, and fairly
successfully at that. Social democracy often gets the
rough end of the dichotomy between capitalism and
socialism in that it gets left out of the political
economy debate. However, the fact remains that it is
ideologically distinctive, and needs to be
acknowledged and appreciated. It is difficult to think
of another ideology that has evolved, for better or
worse, to the extent that social democracy has. Even
though it emerged from the socialist movement and
played an influential role in shaping the global
economy post World War II, one would be hard-
pressed to find it visible in the mainstream discourse.
In ‘Understanding Social Democracy’, Sheri Berman
observes that the primary reason for this invisibility is
“a simple confusion of terms”. As social democracy
has evolved so much over time, its fundamental
positions have also become obscured with it. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The subject of social democracy has attracted a lot of
academic interest, particularly in the second half of
the 20th century. The most prominent contemporary
work on the political economy of social democracy
comes from Sheri Berman’s ‘The Primacy of Politics’.
This paper extracts a lot of essential inputs from
Berman’s work, specifically concerning the historical
development of the movement. Tony Judt published
two illuminating works in the first decade of the 21st
century. ‘Postwar: A history of Europe since 1945’
traces the direction and the subsequent dominance of
social democracy in the political economy of Europe.
It also outlines the creation of the Keynesian Welfare
State as a response to the aftermath of the war years.
In ‘Ill Fares the Land’, Judt critiques the vulgar
individualism that has seeped into the lifestyle of
western high societies and articulates several
suggestions for the future of social democracy. 
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3. THE IDEOLOGICAL INCEPTION

which places the changing economic mode of
production as the driving force behind history.
Additionally, the course of political action chosen by
him was that of reforming the system from within as
opposed to destroying it and building a new one
altogether, which is in direct contrast to Marx’s
proposition. Marx’s insights into capitalism further
disillusioned him, and he began seeing at least some
legitimacy in capitalism’s affinity for efficient and
fast-paced growth (Meyer and Hinchman 2007, 111).
In the aftermath of the Second World War, a
consensus was reached among the European nation-
states that the ravages of the war could only be
overcome through communitarian state policies to
ensure economic and social stability. The mistake of
letting capitalism go unchecked was to be avoided,
which they did not after the first World War
(Berman 2005). However, over the course of the
second half of the 20th century, social democracy
warmed up further to capitalism. Today, the guiding
principle for social democracies is the safeguarding of
social justice within the ambit of the free market.
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The roots of the social-democratic movement can be
traced back to late nineteenth-century Europe.
Discord had started to brew among the socialists of
various groups across the continent due to the
orthodoxy and dogmatism, perceived or otherwise,
of Marxism (Berman 2006). This then led to the
social democrats rejecting their initial commitment
to Marxism and created the necessary space required
for revisionism to grow out of it in the form of social
democracy- achieving the objective of socialism by
the means of democratic institutions instead of a
violent revolution. The juggernaut of unfettered
capitalism had, on one hand, furthered the
exploitation of labour, and on the other, disrupted the
conventional social life of the workers. This provided
an impetus to the working-class struggle against state
machinery, and in the process, led to the mobilization
of workers into formal organizations (Wallerstein
1983). Yet, social democracy did not have a proper
theoretical framework until Eduard Bernstein
composed his seminal work ‘Evolutionary Socialism:
A Criticism and Affirmation’ in 1909. He directly
challenged the cornerstone of orthodox Marxism,
historical materialism- a theory developed by Marx
which 

The aforementioned works form the most important
contemporary literature on social democracy, but
Eduard Bernstein’s ‘Evolutionary Socialism: A 
 Criticism and Affirmation’ remains the theoretical
foundation from which subsequent authors have
derived their central lines of argument. Bernstein's
work will be further discussed in the later sections of
this paper. In academia, there have been several
scholars who have endorsed social democratic
solutions to public policy dilemmas. Paul Krugman,
Joseph Stiglitz, Eric Maskin, George Akerlof and
Kenneth Arrow in the US, and Gunnar Myrdal and
Jan Tinbergen in Europe- all of whom have been
recipients of the Nobel Memorial Prize for Economic
Sciences- have advocated for a prominent role of the
state in influencing the lives of the citizens. Thomas
Piketty’s most important work till date, ‘Capital in
the Twentieth Century’, focuses on income
inequality in Europe and the United States and has
very strong social-democratic undertones. The
central proposition of his research, r>g, is a crucial
insight into the forces that drive inequality, but it
remains a very hotly debated topic among many
economists (Wolfers 2014). 4. ELECTORAL PERFORMANCE

This section will deal with only the major social
democratic parties, following the scope of the paper.
When dealing with matters related to social
democratic parties, or social democracy in general, it
is important to take caution and note that most of
them were not founded as such, but rather drifted
away from their initial orthodox Marxist position. 

The SPD (Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands),
arguably the most influential social democratic party
in the world, was founded in Germany in 1875. It
was initially known as SAP (Sozialistische
Arbeiterpartei) and played a vital role in the socialist
revolution (Reschke, Krell, and Dahm 2013, 32). By
1912, it had become the biggest party in Germany
with 110 seats in the Bundestag (Wolfers 2014). This
was, indeed, before it had given up its revolutionary
aspirations. As the chairman of SPD, Friedrich Ebert
became the first democratically elected head of state
of Germany in 1919 (Reschke, Krell, and Dahm
2013, 51). Post-war, in what was known as West
Germany, the first general elections were held in
1949 where the SPD formed the primary opposition
party with a vote share of 29.2 percentage to the
elected CDU (Christlich Demokratische Union)
(Sasson 1998). 
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party in the country and a trend of losing votes in
successive elections has been the primary concern for
the party in the 21st century. 

Much like most other prominent social democratic
parties, the SAP (Sveriges socialdemokratiska
arbetareparti) in Sweden was founded in the last
quarter of the 19th century. The party has been a
prominent symbol of social democracy and a
successful model of welfare state across the world. Be
that as it may, the SAP could not escape the deflation
in vote share in the 21st century; a phenomenon
experienced by social democratic parties across the
European Union (Tsarouhas 2013, 347-355). The
party has been in power since 2014 in a minority
coalition and remains the biggest party in the
country (Álvarez-Rivera 2018). 

The Social Democratic Party of Finland (Suomen
Sosialidemokraattinen Puolue), initially known as the
Labour Party of Finland (Suomen Työväenpuolue),
was established in 1899 (Hastings 2013, 107-112). It
was the best-performing party in the 20th century
and often ended up in the opposition even after
securing the highest number of votes. It also assumed
a dominant role in multiple coalition governments.
However, in the last decade or so, its electoral
performance has undergone severe deterioration as it
suffered its worst defeat ever in 2015 with a vote
share of only 16.5 percentage. The party has come
back to power in the recent elections of 2019, but
their dwindling vote share remains a cause of worry
(Álvarez-Rivera 2019).

It is quite evident that there has been a marked
decline in the electoral performance of several social
democratic parties across Europe in the 21st century.
It’s not clear yet if this was due to their failure to
come up as a viable alternative to austerity induced
politics which took prominence in the 1970s, or their
gradual shift towards further reforms. This is by no
means an exhaustive account of the electoral record
of social democracy. There have been significant
contributions to the social democratic movement
outside the European Union, most notably in New
Zealand (Gustaffson 1974, 331-345), Canada
(Wiseman and Isity 2007, 567-589), Australia
(Macintyre 1986, 3-14) and even in a sub-national
government
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(Sasson 1998). The decisive step towards the future of
SPD and the modern social democratic movement
came in 1959 when the party adopted the Godesberg
Programme, which was characterized by its
acceptance of the market economy to some extent.
This acted as a catalyst for the stagnant popularity of
the party, and it finally came to power in 1966 in
coalition with CDU. In the Bundestag election of
1972, SPD became the biggest party in Germany
with a vote share of 45.8 per cent (Reschke, Krell,
and Dahm 2013, 90-103). It came back to power in
1998 again after 16 years in opposition, however, in
the 21st century its popularity has been on a
downward trend with the party securing only 20.5
per cent of the votes in the 2017 elections; their worst
performance to date (Clark 2019). Recently, the party
has been struggling to win back its core voter base
and mobilise support. 

The Social Democratic Party of Austria (SPO) was
founded under the name of the Social Democratic
Workers' Party (SDAP) in 1889. As was the case with
many left-wing governments of the time, the SPO
endured harsh persecution under the occupation of
Nazi Germany (Pelinka 2013, 33-34). In the post-
war period since 1945, it has been the most successful
party in the country, winning 18 out of the 23
general elections. However, in the latest elections of
2019, the party secured just 21.2 per cent of the total
votes- their lowest ever yet (Álvarez-Rivera 2019).
Austria, not unlike many parts of the world and
Europe itself, has seen a shift towards the right as far
as political results and the public discourse are
concerned. And while SPO remains the second-
biggest party in the country, it’s important to note
their failure to come to power in a coalition,
something they’ve managed to do for the better part
of the post-war period. 

The Danish Social Democratic Party
(Socialdemokratiet) also colloquially known as The
Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterne) was
established in 1871. Their performance in the
national elections has been underwhelming;
however, they have managed to consistently take
office in the local elections (Christensen 2013, 88 and
93). Even though it has not been a dominant force at
the national level, its demotion to the second-largest
party

1 Austerity is a set of policy measures aimed at reducing the fiscal deficit of the government. This typically results in heavy cuts in public expenditure. Paul
Krugman, in his column The Austerity Agenda for The New York Times, talks about this at length in the context of the British Government under the then
Prime Minister David Cameron.       
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government like the state of Kerala in southern India
(Sandbrook et al. 2007, 65-92). This, however,
should provide sufficient context for the performance
of social democratic parties in the electoral arena.

Before proceeding with a cross-section analysis of
social democracies, it’s important to lay down general
policy-making practices that characterize them.
Modern social democracies boast of some of the freest
economies in the world, a fact which can be
corroborated by the annual index of economic
freedom published by the Heritage Foundation.  This
can often blur the not-so-fine line between social
democratic and neoliberal economies, and therefore
calls for the addition of some important caveats to the
discussion. It can be argued that social democracy, as
opposed to neoliberalism or libertarianism, prioritizes
social justice over economic efficiency to an extent.
The social democratic states, therefore, need to
ensure some principal socioeconomic rights to their
citizens. These broadly include (a) universal access to 
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5. COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT

essential public goods — healthcare and education;
(b) dignity in the workplace — right to form unions,
safe working conditions, fair wages and pay equality;
(c) social security — unemployment and retirement
benefits (Meyer and Hinchman 2007, 23-24).
Further, the objective of redistribution is to be
generally met through high-income taxes. The social
democratic state, then, derives its legitimacy from
these rights alone and all policymaking is practised to
guarantee these fundamental rights. Neoliberalism,
on the other hand, stands in direct contrast with the
aforementioned rights. It espouses the abolition of
minimum wage, employment protection, formation
of unions and high taxes. Lastly, social democracies
follow a Keynesian framework of sorts. The state
plays an active role in steering the market to
minimize the unequal outcomes of capitalism and
correct the inefficiencies that it invariably produces.
 
We can now classify countries as social democratic
and neoliberal based on these guidelines and carry
out a comparative review. Since this is a
contemporary assessment, the period under
consideration will be 2000-2019.
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Table 1: GDP Per Hour Worked in USD (constant prices 2010 and PPPs) and indices
 

Source: OECD

Table 2: Trade Union Density (in percentage)

Source: OECD
 

For more information about the Index of Economic Freedom, refer to : https://www.heritage.org/index/about?version=1116      
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Table 3: Unemployment Rate (in percentage)
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Table 5: Average Wages in USD(constant prices 2016 and PPPs)

Source: OECD

Table 6: Life Expectancy at birth

Source: World Bank

Source: OECD

Source: OECD

Table 4: Labour Compensation per hour worked (Total Annual growth rate (percentage))
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Table 7: Tertiary Education Attainment (per cent of 25–64year-olds)
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Table 9: Total GHG emission(excluding LULUCF) in thousand kilograms per capita

Source: OECD
 Table 10: GINI Coefficient (0-1)

Source: World Bamk; Stats NZL for New Zealand
 

Source: OECD
 

Source: OECD
 

Table 8: Total researchers per thousand labour force 
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remarkable. The United Kingdom and the United
States do relatively better than social democracies in
tertiary education attainment, but New Zealand does
significantly worse.
 
Table 8 presents the status of research and
development in both groups. Total researchers per
thousand labour force is a measure of how robust the
system of research and development is in creating
new knowledge. Clearly, social democracies perform
much better than neoliberal economies on this front.
This vindicates the social-democratic preference of
heavy public investment in academia.

The current global climate crisis requires the
immediate attention of the entire world, but more so
of the developed economies. Table 9 looks at the
outcomes on the environment. The greenhouse gas
emissions (excluding Land Use, Land Use Change
and Forestry) have been controlled more
convincingly by social democracies. Estonia is the
only country across both groups with a positive
average growth rate of GHG emissions per annum,
which, as mentioned earlier, is a reflection of its
relatively young and growing economy.

Table 10 presents the data on income inequality. The
GINI coefficient, which is the most popular measure
of income inequality, explains the proportion in
which income is distributed across the population.
Social democracies comfortably outmatch their
neoliberal counterparts in this regard, and
unsurprisingly so, given the ideological priorities
concerning the subject of inequality and re-
distribution of income.
                                                           
Importantly, the above data also negates the
conservative apprehensions towards unions. There’s
no conclusive evidence to suggest that strong unions
come in the way of efficient entrepreneurial action.
In fact, the social democracies have achieved high
productivity, competitive wages and labour
compensation in the presence of very powerful
unions. Iceland, for instance, has the highest average
wages and labour compensation per hour worked,
and the second-highest GDP per hour worked across
both groups, with a trade union density of almost
92%. It also has the lowest unemployment rate and
GINI coefficient. 
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We first look at the productivity levels across both
groups in Table 1. This is measured by the GDP per
hour worked. There isn’t much to split between the
two groups. Iceland and Estonia seem to be the clear
outliers across both the groups, but productivity
remains more or less similar otherwise. The latest
figures for productivity are also the highest in the
given period, which is not surprising given the
natural progression of technological advancement.

Table 2 represents the trade union density in the
countries. This convincingly illustrates perhaps the
most important distinction between social democracy
and neoliberalism- that of the workers’ movement.
Although both groups have seen a drop in the
density, social democracies still maintain a reasonably
high magnitude.

Table 3 looks at the unemployment rates. Neoliberal
countries seem to do a tad better, on average, at
tackling unemployment. Their latest figures are also
closer to the lowest in the given period.

OECD defines labour compensation per hours
worked as the ratio of compensation to employees in
the national currency to the total number of hours
worked. As evident from Table 4, both groups
perform roughly likewise. Additionally, the recent
figures suggest Iceland and Estonia do considerably
better than the rest.
                                                           
Table 5 shows the data for mean wages. The mean
wages take into account the aggregate wages,
average number of workers in the economy, average
usual weekly hours per full-time employee and
average usually weekly hours for all employees.
Estonia’s numbers are, more than anything else, a
reflection of its much younger economy. In time, it
will likely revert to its actual mean, which is certainly
higher than its current figure. The rate of
productivity growth in Table 1 points towards this
conclusion.

Tables 6 and 7 display the life expectancy at birth and
the tertiary education attainment by 25-64 year-olds.
At the start of the century, Estonia, and the US had a
life expectancy at birth of 70 and 77 respectively.
Estonia added 8 years, while the US added 2 during
this period. Even after accounting for population
density and lower base, Estonia’s progress is pretty
remarkable                                         
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6. THE WAY FORWARD for which they garnered criticism from their core
base. This criticism continues to persist even today.
The current global pandemic has again disturbed the
consensus, though, and not just across Europe. It has
laid bare several vulnerabilities of our institutions and
exhibited that collective action is something worth
preserving. Will this usher in a new era of social
democracy, just like the post-war period, as nation-
states attempt to recover from the debris of the
pandemic? Perhaps. To take an instance from pop
culture, in Kim Stanley Robinson’s Mars Trilogy,
Mars goes under a human occupation and the society
thus created mirrors that of much of the world today;
an unequal and skewed one. The story concludes
with the Martians taking hold of the government and
developing a constitution to transform the society
into what one would call social-democratic today.
Equally, perhaps it won't. But one could certainly
anticipate (and even wish for) such a prospect to
come to fruition. 
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It would be an interesting thought exercise to ponder
upon the possible outcomes had much of the world,
but Europe specifically, not gone the Keynesian way
in the post-war period. In many ways, it was a
reflection of the social anxiety and the economic
woes, marred by ethnic antagonisms, that Europe
attempted to tread towards a more collective
conscience in building not only its institutions but
also enhancing its culture. In the subsequent decades,
this collective conscience was distributed by a spate
of vulgar individualism, mildly in some parts and
violently in others, owing to the emergence of
Thatcherism and Reaganism. The flag bearers of the
Chicago school of economics, and Milton Friedman
in particular, acted as fervent catalysts of this
transition. Subsequently, social democratic parties
gave in to the Washington Consensus and adopted
some neoliberal policies into their party programmes, 
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